Beyond Meetings:
Providing an ‘all-inclusive’ solution to make a real difference.
Responding to the rapidly changing needs of event producers and planners, we’ve assembled the right people, the
right equipment, and the right technology to bring your next digital event to life.

Excellent Presenter Experience

PixelStudio is ready to support your presenters where they are,
using the tools they already know. Your contributors are just a few
clicks away from participating in a high-quality digital experience.
Once connected, our team of experienced industry professionals
handles the rest--freeing your presenters to focus on sharing their
important ideas. For presenters struggling with connectivity or
requiring enhanced support, our studio offers a physical space for
your presenters to connect with your digital audience. A seamless
presenter experience is the foundation of a successful digital event.
PixelStudio makes this a reality.

High Quality Technology & Tools

The hub of PixelStudio is the production control room where we
elevate your meeting into a high-quality live production. Your
back-stage, just a little farther away! Our tool-set of trusted,
industry-grade hardware facilitates everything standing in
between you and a high quality experience for your audience. For
added confidence, we’ve added resiliency every step of the way,
from backup devices to modern technologies like SD-WAN. We’ve
solved for it all--ensuring a successful event.

Removing Barriers to Participation

Let’s face it! Technology can be challenging sometimes. Whether it’s
adjusting to the use of new tools or the realities of the digital
divide, some of your audience may need a little extra help. We’ve
developed an easy to use call center service to make sure no one
gets left behind! Those requiring additional assistance can make a
simple phone call and be connected with a real-person who’s
understanding of their needs and ready to assist. It even works on
the “house phone!” Our support team can conduct general
troubleshooting and even answer general questions about your
event, being the front-line of support for all your attendee’s needs.

Digital Experiences for any Organization

PixelStudio is suited to support any organization looking to quickly
assemble a high-quality digital experience. From fundraising events,
to association meetings and training seminars, we’re ready to
support your next digital event!.
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